New 345 Tuner/Amplifier... the engineering leadership you expect from Scott at an unexpected low price

The 345 is an exceptional accomplishment... even for Scott. It combines the features, the performance, the specifications of separate tuners and amplifiers and sells for less than $350. Achieving this rare combination of top performance and top value took many long months of painstaking research and around-the-clock work from the most imaginative engineering minds in high fidelity... the Scott Advanced Development Group.

Their achievement is based on an entirely new approach to tuner/amplifier design that has resulted in three major new engineering breakthroughs:

1. Low Impedance Symmetrical Drive — an all new amplifier circuit that provides more power (right down to the important low frequencies), lower distortion, cooler operation, and complete stability.

2. Series Gate Time-Switching Multiplex provides probably the greatest stereo separation of any combined tuner-amplifier available. The 345 offers the ultimate in startlingly live stereo sound.
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